Alanine-based peptides of defined sequence and length show measurable helix contents, allowing them to be used as a model system both for analyzing the mechanism of helix formation and for investigating the contributions of side-chain interactions to protein stability. Extensive characterization of many peptide sequences with varying amino acid contents indicates that the favorable helicity of alanine-based peptides can be attributed to the large helix-stabilizing propensity of alanine. The resulting model provides a physically plausible resolution of the discrepancies between the two systems and allows the helix contents of both template-nucleated and standard peptide helices to be predicted by using a single set of helix propensities. Helix formation in both standard peptides and template-peptide conjugates can be attributed to the large intrinsic helix-forming tendency of alanine.
The energetic cost of ␣-helix nucleation generally is considered to originate from the requirement of constraining the conformation of three consecutive amino acids before the first helical hydrogen bond can form (1) . In contrast, helix propagation requires only one additional residue to be constrained for the formation of one additional hydrogen bond. The overall extent of helix formation depends on the energetics of both nucleation and propagation, as well as on chain length. To separate the effects of helix nucleation and propagation experimentally, Kemp and coworkers (2, 3) have designed a template (Ac-Hel 1 ; see Fig. 1A ) that overcomes the nucleation penalty for helix formation by providing hydrogen-bond acceptors for the otherwise unsatisfied NH groups at the N terminus of the helix. Short peptides attached to this template show significant helix formation that is nucleated preferentially from the template. Because the template efficiently nucleates helical segments, the macroscopic characteristics of the template-nucleated helix depend primarily on the nucleation properties of the template and the propagation propensities of the attached amino acid residues.
Using the Ac-Hel 1 template as both a nucleation site and a reporter of helix content, Kemp and coworkers (2, (4) (5) (6) have reported significant helix formation for a number of short alanine-based peptide sequences under a variety of conditions. Quite surprisingly, however, the authors conclude from their data that alanine is helix-indifferent with an equilibrium constant for propagation of approximately one (2, 4) . In direct contrast, alanine is observed to be a strong helix former in a variety of standard peptide systems (7) (8) (9) . To explain this paradox, Kemp and coworkers (2) have suggested that the helix content of standard alanine-based peptides might originate from an anomalously large nucleation propensity of alanine. A large nucleation propensity is inconsistent, however, with the extent of fraying observed in alanine-based peptides (10) (11) (12) . Furthermore, to model their Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugate data, Kemp and coworkers (2, (4) (5) (6) assume that the nucleation propensity of alanine is 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the template, and the measured values of the nucleation propensity determined with standard peptide helices (8, 10) fall into this range. Kemp and coworkers (5, 6) have also suggested that the helix content of alanine-lysine peptides results from a large helix propensity of lysine. Substantial helix formation is observed, however, in alanine-based peptides solubilized with polar residues other than lysine (8, (13) (14) (15) (16) .
What then is the origin of differences between templatenucleated helices and standard alanine-based peptides? A basic assumption made by Kemp and coworkers is that residue properties, such as helix propensity, are not affected by the presence of the template. This assumption is likely to be valid for residues distant from the template, but the templatepeptide junction may differ both structurally and energetically from an ideal peptide helix. Although explanations for the observed properties of peptide helices must apply equally to standard peptides and to the peptide portion of templatepeptide conjugates, properties of the template-peptide junction affect only Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates. Consequently, such junctional effects offer a possible explanation for differences between the two systems. Here, we test the hypothesis that the low apparent helix propensity of alanine determined from template-nucleated helices is a consequence of the properties of the template-peptide junction. A helix-coil model in which the helix propensities of the junctional residues are treated separately can account for the differences between helix propensities found in alanine-based peptides and AcHel 1 -peptide conjugates, and the results indicate that helix formation in both standard peptides and template-peptide conjugates can be attributed to the favorable helix propensity of alanine.
states are populated: cs, ts, and te. The c and t identifiers refer to the cis-trans isomerization about the prolyl-prolyl peptide bond, whereas the s and e identifiers indicate the staggered or partially eclipsed orientation of the C8OC9 bond (Fig. 1A) . Isomerization of the prolyl-prolyl bond to the trans conformation orients two carbonyl groups to accept hydrogen bonds from the N terminus of an ␣-helix. Rotation of the C8OC9 bond to the partially eclipsed state positions the third carbonyl group to nucleate a helix. The te conformation, consequently, is the only state that efficiently nucleates helical segments, thereby linking helix formation to the conformational equilibria of the template detected by NMR.
The prolyl cis-trans isomerization is slow on the NMR time scale, and the staggered-eclipsed interconversion is in the fast-exchange regime, leading to two separate sets of NMR resonances for the template: one corresponding to the cs conformation, and the other to the te ϩ ts state average. The relative te vs. ts character of the trans ensemble can be estimated qualitatively from analysis of chemical shifts and coupling constants, but the limiting values of these parameters have not been determined, precluding quantitative estimates of te and ts populations. The overall trans͞cis ratio (t͞c) of the template can be quantitated by integration of the NMR resonances, and t͞c ratios taken from the literature are used here as a quantitative measure of helix formation. From a statistical analysis of measured t͞c ratios of a set of 56 template-nucleated peptides, Kemp and coworkers (3) report that uncertainty in integration results in a mean standard deviation of 0.11 for t͞c ratios in the range of 2.0-3.9, corresponding to an uncertainty of 2.8-5.5% in reported t͞c values. For cases where uncertainties have not been reported, we arbitrarily assumed a 3% uncertainty in t͞c ratios, the level resulting from a 1.5% uncertainty in NMR peak volume integration.
Lifson-Roig-Based Formalism. The Lifson-Roig model (17), a statistical mechanical treatment of the helix-coil transition, describes peptide helix formation in terms of the chain length (N r ), a propagation propensity (w), and a nucleation penalty (v 2 ). The nucleation penalty in the Lifson-Roig model arises because two residues, or three peptide-bond units, must be constrained to the helical conformation before the first helical hydrogen bond can form (17) . Fixing the orientation of one pair of dihedral angles positions two carbonyl groups relative to one another, and a third carbonyl group is oriented properly when the second pair of dihedral angles is constrained. Nucleation in standard peptides and in Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates is formally analogous, and standard helixcoil models can be adapted easily to describe helix formation in template-nucleated helices. To facilitate description of helix nucleation by the template, we have permuted the original Lifson-Roig notation so that both nucleating residues occur on the N-terminal side of a helical segment (18) . With this change in convention, a residue, i, is defined as a nucleating residue and assigned weight v i if one or more of its two nearest N-terminal neighbors are in the c conformation. A propagating helical residue, i, whose two nearest N-terminal neighbors are both in the h conformation, is assigned the propagation propensity, w i , and it is associated with a hydrogen bond between the NH of residue i ϩ 1 and the CO of residue i Ϫ 3 (Fig. 1B) .
The template contains three hydrogen bond acceptors and consequently is described by three units in the Lifson-Roigbased formalism. The conformations accessible to the group of three units are restricted, however, such that only three combinations (ccc, chc, and chh) are allowed. In the case of the three template units, c and h indicate the conformational states available to the template rather than referring to the helical and nonhelical conformations. As in the standard Lifson-Roig model, the terminal unit is in the c state by definition. The conformation of the second unit reflects the cis-trans isomerization, whereas the conformation of the third unit represents the staggered-eclipsed transition. These allowed conformations of the template, consequently, correspond to the cs, ts, and te states, respectively. According to the permuted Lifson- (8) . Helix propensities at 25°C were calculated from those reported at 0°C by assuming an enthalpy of Ϫ1 kcal͞mol residue (refs. 19 and 20; 1 cal ϭ 4.18 J). To test the hypothesis that differences between templatenucleated and standard peptide helices can be explained by deviations of the template-peptide junction from an ideal peptide helix, we have allowed the propensities of residues adjacent to the template to differ from these standard propensities. Because the overall t͞c ratios to which the model is fitted are not sufficient to determine a more complex relation between helix propensity and separation from the template, we assume that the properties of residues i Ն 4 are unaffected by the presence of the template, whereas properties of the first three residues, which form template-peptide helical hydrogen bonds, are all affected equally (see Discussion). Propagation propensities for residues associated with hydrogen bonds to the template (1 Ն i Ն 3) are assumed to be related to propensities measured in standard peptides by
where the superscript indicates the standard propensity determined in peptide helices, and C describes the reduction in helix propensity of residues associated with hydrogen bonds to the template. The parameter C, as well as the template parameters v ct and the product v ct v se , were determined from fitting the helix-coil model to the observed t͞c ratios using the program NONLIN (21) . Confidence intervals of 66% reported by NONLIN are given for all fitted parameters. Data analysis was also performed by using the mass-action formalism described by Kemp and coworkers (refs. 2 and 4; see Supplementary Material). The fitted parameter values and the predicted t͞c ratios obtained with the two models are identical within error, indicating that the results presented here are independent of whether the mass-action or Lifson-Roig-based formalism is used.
RESULTS
The nomenclature of Kemp and coworkers is used to refer to template-peptide conjugates (see, for example, ref. 4). The template name (Ac-Hel 1 ) is followed by the sequence of attached amino acids in the standard one-letter code and the chemical structure of the C-terminal moiety. The nomenclature Ac-Hel 1 -A n -OH, consequently, indicates a sequence of n alanines attached to the template. The C-terminal carboxyl group is unblocked, and the chain terminates with a free acid (-OH). The nomenclature Ac-Hel 1 -A n -NH 2 also indicates a sequence of n alanines attached to the template, but the C-terminal amino acid is carboxyamidated, and the chain terminates with an -NH 2 moeity.
t͞c ratios reported by Kemp and coworkers (4) for the series Ac-Hel 1 -A n -OH (n ϭ 1-6) in water and 10 mol% trifluoroethanol at 25°C are shown in The parameters determined from fitting the data in Fig. 2 were then used to predict t͞c ratios for other Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates for which data have been reported in the literature. Fig. 3 shows relative t͞c ratios measured for position isomers with composition Ac-Hel 1 -GA 5 -OH in which the position of the glycine residue is varied. The measured t͞c ratios are reported relative to the t͞c ratio of the all-alanine reference Ac-Hel 1 -A 6 -OH (2). The solid lines indicate the t͞c values calculated for the glycine-containing Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugate relative to that calculated for the all-alanine reference. The different lines correspond to different values for the helix propensity of glycine. Other parameters in the calculations are set at the values determined from the analysis shown in Fig.  2 A. The best agreement between experiment and theory is found for w G in the range 0.01-0.05.
A similar comparison of observed and predicted t͞c ratios for the peptide series Ac-Hel 1 -A n -NH 2 (n ϭ 1-6) and AcHel 1 -A 5 KA m -NH 2 (m ϭ 0-6) is shown in Fig. 4 . Because the longer peptides contain only a single lysine at an invariant position, the predicted t͞c ratios are fairly insensitive to the The helix propensity of an amino acid describes the equilibrium constant for adding that residue to a preexisting helix. In most helix-coil transition models, the minimal helix length is defined as three residues, the smallest unit capable of forming a single i, i ϩ 4 hydrogen bond. For a homopolymer, the energetic cost of nucleation is attributed entirely to formation of this first hydrogen bond, and each additional hydrogen bond is assumed to form with identical helix propensity. The rationale behind this treatment is that, for each residue added to the minimal helix, one pair of dihedral angles must be fixed, and one helical hydrogen bond is formed. From an energetic perspective, however, formation of two or more helical hydrogen bonds may be required before all relevant van der Waals and dipole-dipole interactions are formed and the energetic contribution of each residue to helix formation becomes constant (for further discussion see ref. 22 ). Templatenucleated helices introduce further complications because the effect of the template on helix formation is not known. Consequently, it is unlikely that the energetic contributions to helix propagation in template-nucleated helices become constant after the formation of the first hydrogen bond, and the first residues added to the minimal helix are likely to have apparent helix propensities that differ from the true helix propensity.
When such junctional or end effects are ignored, and all residues are treated as having identical propensities, lengthdependent errors are expected to occur and to become substantial for short peptides. In standard peptide helices, short helical segments are not populated significantly, and lengthdependent helix propensities are not observed. In contrast, short helical segments are populated in template-nucleated helices, and the overall t͞c ratios of Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates are consequently highly sensitive to the helix propensities of residues at the template-peptide junction. In their analysis of the t͞c ratios of Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates, Kemp and coworkers (4) test for systematic variation in the value of the determined helix propensity of attached residues by determining average apparent helix propensities from t͞c ratios of various subsets of peptides from the Ac-Hel 1 -A n -OH series. Because average helix propensities are determined in the analysis of Kemp and coworkers (4), position-dependent effects are partially masked. Nevertheless, when t͞c ratios from only the shortest peptides in the set are used (n ϭ 1-4), a smaller average helix propensity is obtained than when only the longest peptides in the series are considered (n ϭ 4-6) (see figure 4 in ref. 4) . In addition, a significantly smaller average helix propensity is determined when the longest peptide in the series (n ϭ 6) is excluded. These observations indicate that the average apparent helix propensity of alanine increases with peptide length, and they suggest that residues close to the template have lower propensities than those further from the template, consistent with the hypothesis that residues at the template-peptide junction have lower helix propensities than those distant from the template. A more sensitive test of whether residues adjacent to the template have reduced helix propensities can be performed by examining the incremental increase in t͞c ratio as a function of length. If all residues have identical propensities, then the t͞c ratio is expected to increase in a monotonic fashion. The experimentally determined t͞c ratios deviate, however, from such smooth curvature, showing a more complicated dependence on length. These deviations are small but are systematically reproduced both in water and trifluoroethanol. The Lifson-Roig-based model reproduces the complex shape of the length-dependence of the t͞c ratio when the three residues associated with template-peptide hydrogen bonds are given reduced helix propensities (Fig. 2) . Although this description of the physical nature of the nucleus is likely not exact, it significantly improves the agreement between theory and experiment and eliminates discrepancies between helix formation in Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates and standard peptides. In addition to reproducing the t͞c ratios of the Ac-Hel 1 -A n -OH series, the parameters determined from fitting this series also predict the relative t͞c ratios of the glycine position isomers (Fig. 3) and yield a glycine helix propensity of w G ϭ 0.01-0.05, in excellent agreement with the helix propensity of glycine determined in alanine-based peptides (8, 23) .
Lysine Interacts with the Ac-Hel 1 Template. Unlike glycine, lysine shows complex effects when incorporated into Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates. When a single lysine residue is moved through an alanine-based Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugate, the t͞c ratio first increases as the lysine is moved away from the template, passes through a maximum when lysine is located at position 5, and then decreases when lysine occurs in position 6 (5). This effect depends on the separation from the template rather than the local sequence context, suggesting that interactions between the lysine side chain and the template may contribute to the observed changes in t͞c ratio. One possible explanation for the position-dependent effect is that lysinetemplate interactions occur in the helical state and increase the t͞c ratio by increasing the extent of helix formation. On the basis of nuclear-Overhauser-effect evidence, Kemp and coworkers suggest that the lysine side chain interacts with carbonyl groups of residues spaced i, i Ϫ 3 and i, i Ϫ 4 (ref. 5; see also ref. 24) . Lysine residues at positions 3 and 4, consequently, would interact with carbonyl groups on the Ac-Hel 1 template, enhancing helix formation.
The parameters determined from fitting the Lifson-Roigbased model to the t͞c ratios of the Ac-Hel 1 -A 5 KA m -NH 2 series are consistent with an alternative model in which lysine interacts with the template in the nonhelical state and increases the t͞c ratio of the template directly without stabilizing helical structure in the attached peptide. To predict quantitatively the t͞c ratios of the lysine-containing templatepeptide conjugates by using the standard helix propensities determined in alanine-based peptides, the intrinsic template propensities must be varied from those determined for the Ac-Hel 1 -A n -NH 2 series (Fig. 4) . In particular, the fitted value of v ct increases substantially when lysine is incorporated into Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates, suggesting that lysine at position 6 selectively stabilizes the ts template conformation. In the absence of an independent measure of helix content, it is not known whether the changes in the t͞c ratio observed when lysine is incorporated into Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates reflect a change in helix content or only in the conformational state of the template. Consequently, the extent to which lysine stabilizes or destabilizes helix formation in template-nucleated helices cannot be determined. Further experimental work is required to determine at which positions lysine interacts with the template and whether such interactions stabilize helical or nonhelical conformations.
Alanine Is a Helix-Forming Residue. Despite complications arising from lysine-template interactions, the t͞c ratios of Ac-Hel 1 -A 5 KA m -NH 2 series support the conclusion that alanine is a helix-forming residue. Although the exact magnitude of the predicted t͞c ratio depends on the treatment of the template and template-peptide junction (see Fig. 4 ), the increase in t͞c ratio resulting from the addition of a single residue should depend primarily on the helix propensity of the added residue. Regardless of the treatment of the helix nucleus, the helix propagation propensity of alanine determined in standard peptide helices accurately predicts the increase in t͞c ratio with increasing chain length for the Ac-Hel 1 -A 5 KA m -NH 2 series (Fig. 4 Inset) . Differences between Ac-Hel 1 -nucleated and standard peptide helices are confined to the template-peptide junction. At large separations from the template, alanine residues have a substantially favorable propagation propensity that is indistinguishable from the value found in standard peptide helices.
If alanine were helix-neutral, lysine would have to be substantially helix-stabilizing to account for the observed helix contents of AK peptides. Kemp and coworkers (25) note that the helix contents of several peptides based on the (AAKAA) motif can be predicted almost equally well by attributing the helix-formation to alanine (w A ϭ 1.7; w K ϭ 1.0) or to lysine (w A ϭ 1.07; w K ϭ 3.7-5.0). In standard peptide helices, however, the propensity of alanine has been determined by using alanine-based sequences solubilized with differing mixtures of glutamine and lysine, allowing a unique set of propensities for A, K, and Q to be determined (8) . In addition, data from standard peptides are generally consistent with the helix propensity of lysine being smaller than that of alanine, although measuring the exact helix propensity of lysine is complicated by potential side-chain interactions. Lysine is expected to interact electrostatically with both the partial charges of the helix backbone and with other charged side chains. Consequently, the apparent helix propensity of lysine will depend on context, position, and ionic concentration. Nevertheless, in a neutral AQ host, lysine-for-alanine substitutions are destabilizing at all positions examined over a wide range of salt concentrations (26) . One recent study has attempted to measure the helix propensity of lysine in a polyalanine host devoid of any potential pairwise side-chain interactions (25) . Analysis of the results in this study is complicated, however, by aggregation and by the use of ninhydrin and amino acid analysis for concentration determination, methods that are less precise and less accurate than tyrosine UV absorbance (13, 27) .
Despite some uncertainty in the exact helix propensity of lysine, it is clear that alanine is a helix-forming residue. Substantial helix formation is observed for alanine-based peptides solubilized with a variety of polar residues, including lysine, glutamine, arginine, glutamate, aspartate, and histidine (8, (13) (14) (15) (16) . In addition, polyalanine sequences that contain charged residues only at the peptide termini also form helices (P. Luo and R.L.B., unpublished work and ref. 24 ). An ellipticity at 222 nm of Ϫ13,500 deg⅐cm 2 ⅐dmol Ϫ1 at 0°C has been measured for the sequence Ac-KAAAAAAAAAKG-GY-NH 2 , (P. Luo and R.L.B., unpublished work); this ellipticity corresponds to a helix content of Ϸ42% (8) . With the propensities proposed by Kemp and coworkers (w A ϭ 1.07; w K ϭ 3.7-5.0; w G ϭ 0.3; ref. 25) , this peptide is predicted to be at most 11% helical. In direct contrast, propensities determined in alanine-based peptides (w A ϭ 1.7; w K ϭ 1.0; w G ϭ 0.048; ref. 8 ) predict that this sequence should be Ϸ51% helical. Helix (1999) formation in this peptide cannot be explained by a high intrinsic propensity of lysine and must be attributed to the strong helix-forming tendency of alanine. At least two effects contribute to the high helix propensity of alanine. The helix propensities of nonpolar amino acids are correlated linearly with side-chain entropy, indicating that alanine favors helix formation in part because no reduction in side-chain entropy is required on helix formation (28) (29) (30) . In addition, water plays a role in determining the helix propensities of nonpolar amino acids (8) . This effect can be explained in terms of solvent shielding: the small alanine side chain does not shield the backbone from solvent, allowing water to interact with the peptide carbonyl groups in a polyalanine helix (P. Luo and R.L.B., unpublished work). In contrast to alanine, charged and polar residues are generally helix-destabilizing. In a series of lysine homologs, a direct relation between the helix-destabilizing effect of a polar group and its proximity to the helix backbone is observed, suggesting that polar groups close to the peptide backbone interfere with helix formation (31) .
The main conclusion from our analysis is that differences between alanine-based peptides and Ac-Hel 1 -nucleated helices can be explained by the properties of residues at the template-peptide junction. Helix contents of both peptide helices and template-nucleated helices can be predicted by the standard helix propensities if the residues at the templatepeptide junction are treated separately from those distant from the template. The Ac-Hel 1 template was developed to simplify the measurement of helix propensities by separating the contributions of helix nucleation and propagation, but the effect of the template on the helix structure is unknown. The energetic contributions to helix formation are probably not constant for the first few residues added to the template, and, because the template allows short helices to be significantly populated, the properties of the template-peptide junction strongly affect the macroscopic properties of Ac-Hel 1 -peptide conjugates. With increasing separation from the template, the helix propensities observed in standard peptides and in AcHel 1 -peptide conjugates are indistinguishable, however, and are consistent with a substantial helix-forming tendency of alanine.
Note Added in Proof. A paper has appeared recently in which an EF hand is used as a template for the growth of four additional helical residues (32) . The authors point out that the quality of the template that nucleates the helix should be critical in determining the helix content of the added residues. In contrast to the results from Kemp's laboratory discussed above, the helix content of residues added to the EF-hand template is quite high. In fact, the observed helix content is higher than the value predicted from the helix propensities measured in alanine-based peptides when the helix nucleus is treated as being completely formed. Circular dichroism is used to determine the fraction helix, and there is some ambiguity in converting ellipticity to helix content for a helical segment as short as four residues; this issue can be resolved by future studies of peptides with longer helical segments.
We thank N. R. Kallenbach for sharing a preprint copy of ref. by taking the appropriate derivative of the partition function. The probability that the template is in a trans conformation, p trans , is given by:
where D ct is a derivative matrix: cs and ts represent the conformational ensembles in which the template is in the cis-staggered and trans-staggered, conformations, respectively. Helix formation in these ensembles is neglected because the probability of nucleation from sites other than the template is small. In the te n ensembles, the template is in the trans-eclipsed conformation that is capable of nucleating helical segments, and the subscript refers to the number of helical i, i + 4 hydrogen bonds formed.
Helical segments nucleating from sites other than the template occur at low probability and are The correspondence between the conformational ensembles described by the mass-action model and the Lifson-Roig-based model is given in 
